
Wedding Package $2,000 

* Unlimited coverage of the entire day, from the bride getting ready (we usually arrive 1 1/2 to 2 

hrs before ceremony), to all big things covered in reception. (Since all weddings are different, we 

try to work with your schedule, and stay until all events are covered.  

*Consultation for booking and available for any questions and guidance all the way through 

*Engagement Portrait Session - 5 high resolution downloaded images included. Additional 

minimal charge for additional photos downloaded from this session 

*High quality digital photos taken by two photographers 

*Online photo gallery of all edited and uploaded photos for you and all of your guests to view 

and purchase from 

*Post process photography work and any additional consulting needed. 

All images in gallery will be available for download to your computer (password protected) in 

high resolution jpeg format. You will also have rights to print these images whether in prints, 

albums, or canvases. We highly recommend that you use our services for these items as we will 

not guarantee quality or color being correct if you print elsewhere. We keep our pricing very 

reasonable so that you can have professional quality images in print. 

Wedding Package with Photo Booth $2,550 

*Photobooth set up and usable for 4 hr period of time during reception. 

*2 strip prints of each group of 3 consecutive poses – printed on location 

Gallery on website with all photobooth images taken for Bride & Groom to view and download 

First Look Add-On - Additional $250 

First Looks are becoming a very popular addition to a wedding day. This is where we set up a 

private time for the couple to take a few intimate moments to see each other before the 

ceremony. Making the decision to do a First Look is completely in your hands and there will be 

no pressure from us on whether to do this or to stay with the traditional way of seeing each other 

for the first time at the ceremony. Many are choosing this option as it does give you some time 

alone, without all eyes on you to see each other, and prepare for your big day together. It also 

gets all the photos taken of you both, and then your bridal party, and close family if you choose, 

before the wedding festivities begin. This then allows you to attend your whole cocktail hour 

without interruption. On that same note, we have never had a bride and groom miss their whole 

cocktail hour when they choose to keep things traditional and do the photos during that time, 

which is right after the ceremony. Whichever you decide, we are perfectly fine with. 

 


